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Abstract. We consider the challenge of dynamically adapting services to
context changes that occur in ubiquitous computing environments (e.g., changes
in a user’s activity) and propose the Context-Aware Service Enabling (CASE)
platform for that purpose. The CASE platform combines context-aware service
discovery with service composition, acting as an enabler for the development of
adaptive context-aware applications. In this paper, we illustrate the need for
context-aware service discovery and composition in pervasive 4G environments
and present the architecture of the CASE platform. The CASE platform enables
applications to easily adapt to changes in service availability, which may result
from changes in client and/or service context. We also provide an overview of
the platform’s technical realization.
Keywords: Service Discovery, Context-awareness, Service Composition.

1 Introduction
The vision of 4G mobile networks is one of new high-speed radio access network
technologies, an all-IP network, and a ubiquitous service platform [3]. Such a service
platform has a pivotal role in the 4G vision [8] as it provides a common underlying
set of functions that are enablers for the realisation of innovative new services. These
services are expected to make use of advanced mobile terminals that have various
radio technologies at their disposal and will be made available by providers that build
upon the core services offered by the underlying service platform.
Two essential aspects of ubiquitous computing, as seen in the 4G vision, are those
of service discovery and of context-awareness. The first is a service that allows
applications and/or services to discover and bind to services that appear and disappear
in highly dynamic mobile environments. The discovery of appropriate services can
benefit from knowledge of both client and service context. Furthermore, it may be the
case that no direct match for the requested client service can be obtained. In this case,
service composition can be utilised to dynamically “construct” a composite service
that matches the request of the client. This may also be subject to changing context
since a composed service may need to be re-composed over time or may become
“inappropriate” for a client as its context or that of the composed service changes.
P. Havinga et al. (Eds.): EUROSSC 2006, LNCS 4272, pp. 67 – 81, 2006.
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In the following sections, we will further discuss some of these essential concepts
and present them in relation to the Context-Aware Service Enabling (CASE)
platform, which provides a suite of core functionalities for context-aware service
discovery and composition that are needed as part of a broader ‘4G services
platform’. We first introduce our main concepts (Section 2) and then present the
architecture of the CASE platform (Section 3). Next, we provide an overview of the
platform’s technical realization (Section 4), which is currently under development. We
conclude with a discussion of related work (Section 5) and a summary (Section 6).

2 Context-Driven Service Adaptation
One of the most critical issues in pervasive computing environments is that of everchanging context. This applies equally well to mobile devices as to the (fixed)
services these devices use: mobile devices are regularly subject to location, network,
and power context changes, whilst services can for instance be subject to changes in
the types of devices they have to serve. In pervasive computing environments, such
changes should result in a service being dynamically adapted to the new context of a
mobile device or of the service itself.
2.1 Motivating Example
In Fig. 1, we present an example of an adaptive service that streams the latest news
(audio and video) to mobile users over the Internet. The service can dynamically add
and/or remove the video stream from a multimedia news transmission in reaction to
changes in the context of a user.
In Fig. 1, the service responds to changes in the activity of user Bob. Bob’s initial
activity is ‘driving on highway 35’ (Fig. 1a), which results in the service delivering
the news transmission in audio-only mode (for safety reasons). Bob then stops at his
destination and alights from his car. This has the effect of changing his activity to
‘walking in downtown Amsterdam’ (Fig. 1b). As a result, the service adjusts to also
deliver the video part of the transmission to Bob.
This change in service configuration could also result from other context changes,
such as a change in available networks. Similarly, it is also possible that the service’s
context may change (e.g., due to network outages or overloading) which would also
result in an adapted service being delivered to Bob. In the remainder of this section,
we provide a more detailed discussion of some important underlying concepts,
including services, context sources, context agents, and service adaptation.
2.2 Services
We consider a service to be a unit of well-defined functional behaviour (in syntax and
semantics) that is offered by a software entity for use by other software entities. The
adaptive broadcasting service of Fig. 1 is an example of such a service.
A service can be a composite service in that it can consist of one or more
constituent services. A constituent service provides part of the composite service or
helps other constituent services to do so. In general, a constituent service can itself be
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Fig. 1. An example of adaptive multimedia broadcasting

a composite service, which means that it can also be further decomposed into yet
another set of constituent services. In the example of Fig. 1a, the broadcasting service
(BS) is a composite service. Its constituent services are a multimedia streaming
service (M) operated by a newscaster (news.com) and an audio transcoding service
(Ta) operated by an UMTS operator (operator.nl). The streaming service transmits an
audio stream, which the transcoding service receives and adjusts to match the
capabilities of Bob’s UMTS phone (e.g., by scaling the stream to a lower bit-rate).
Constituent services are arranged into a service graph, where the graph’s edges
indicate how the services relate to each other. Different constituent services of the
same composite service could potentially operate in different execution domains. In
Fig. 1a, the constituent services run in both the news.com domain (M) and also in the
domain of the UMTS operator (Ta).
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Clients are applications that interact with (potentially composite) services. These
interactions are service-specific. The client shown in Fig. 1 (C) runs on Bob’s mobile
phone and is responsible for rendering the audio and video streams that it receives
from the composite broadcasting service.
2.3 Context Sources and Agents
A context source is a service that provides access to context information, such as the
location of a user or the activity a user is currently engaged in [1]. A context source
provides an interface that enables clients to directly access context information via a
request-response interaction or by subscribing to events that signal a change in
context information (e.g., when a user moves from one room to another).
As with all services, a context source can be a composite context source that can
aggregate context information and also determine higher-level context information
from more elementary context information (cf. the interpreters of [16]). Fig. 1 depicts
an example in which a composite context source (R) enables a client to determine
Bob’s current activity (e.g., ‘Bob is driving on highway 35’ or ‘Bob is walking in
downtown Amsterdam’). To be able to supply this sort of information, the composite
context source consists of three different constituent context sources. They can
provide:
•
•
•

the location of a particular user in the operator’s UMTS network (L),
information regarding Bob’s car (D) (e.g., who is driving it, its direction of
travel and its velocity), and
acceleration and orientation information about Bob’s phone (P)
(e.g., using a gyroscope and an accelerometer).

Using the context information provided by these constituent context sources, the
composite context source can determine what activity Bob is currently engaged in.
Fig. 1 illustrates that composite and constituent context sources may operate in
different execution domains. Context sources P and R reside on Bob’s mobile phone,
whereas L and D are located in the UMTS infrastructure and in Bob’s car,
respectively.
A context agent is a service that stores references to context sources. A context
agent represents an entity whose context needs to become discoverable. These entities
can be classified into people, places (e.g., a meeting room), and things (e.g., mobile
devices or software components) [16]. The references that a context agent stores point
to context sources that can currently provide context information about the entity
represented by the context agent. For example, the context agent associated with the
person ‘Bob’ could contain a reference to the composite context source that provides
access to Bob’s current activity (R) and a reference to the context source that provides
lower-level information about Bob’s current location (context source L).
A context agent acts as a single, persistent point of access for context information
about a particular entity and should therefore be ‘always on’. Each context agent has a
unique identifier, for instance based on the type of URLs defined by the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) [18]. In this case, the context agent of Bob (Fig. 1) would be
identified by a SIP URL like sip:bob@domain.
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After a client has resolved the identifier of a context agent to a network address
(e.g., using SIP and DNS), it can access the context agent. A context agent provides a
request-response interface, which enables clients to retrieve a subset of the references
stored by the context agent. A request indicates the types of context sources the client
is interested in (e.g., context sources that can provide information about the
temperature at Bob’s current location). The context agent’s response consists of
references to context sources that can provide this information. A context agent also
provides a publish-subscribe interface, which enables clients to asynchronously
receive updates in the context agent’s list of context sources. After a client has
obtained a set of references to context sources, it can use their interfaces to get the
actual context information.
A context agent can be realized in various ways, for instance as a web server [17].
A context agent can furthermore be combined with a context source, in which case the
context agent also implements a context source interface. This means that the context
agent can also return actual context information instead of just references to context
sources. In this case, a context agent is similar to the context aggregators discussed in
[16].
Observe that a context agent does not need to be physically co-located with the
entity it represents. For example, the context agent of a mobile device could be
located somewhere in the network infrastructure rather than on the device itself.
2.4 Service Adaptation
In pervasive computing environments, a service may need to be adapted in response
to a context change. These adaptations may need to occur while the service is being
used. In the example of Fig. 1, the broadcasting service (BS) is adapted in response to
a change in Bob’s activity (from ‘driving’ to ‘walking’) while Bob is listening
to/watching a news transmission. This dynamic adaptation is realized by a recomposition of the service’s graph: the audio transcoding service (Ta) is removed and
is replaced with a transcoder that can handle both audio and video streams (Tav).
Context sources provide the means to detect context changes, but may themselves
need to be re-composed as a result of such a change. For example, when Bob gets out
of his car (Fig. 1), the composite context source (R) changes since the car’s context
source (D) becomes unavailable. In the example, context source R can still function
without D, but D may also need to be replaced with an equivalent context source.

3 Service Discovery and Composition
The main function of the CASE platform is to dynamically adapt services (including
context sources) by changing their composition in response to context changes,
possibly while these services are being used (cf. the example of Fig. 1). To
accomplish this, the platform consists of a composition service and two types of
discovery services: a context-aware discovery service and a basic discovery service.
Fig. 2 illustrates this. The arrows in Fig. 2 represent interactions.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the CASE platform

The CASE composition service dynamically (re)composes services based on
requests from clients and returns references to composite services to these clients
(interaction 6 in Fig. 2). Clients can subsequently access these services (interaction 5).
The composition service uses the context-aware discovery service to locate the
constituent services its needs for a particular composition (interaction 4a). Clients
may however also bypass the composition service and directly interact with the
context-aware discovery service.
The context-aware discovery service dynamically discovers services. It optimizes
the discovery process by means of context information (e.g., by only considering
near-by services [2]), which it obtains via context agents (interaction 1 in Fig. 2).
Context agents provide references to context sources (see Section 2.3), which they
find by accessing the basic service discovery service (interaction 4b in Fig. 2). This
discovery service is context-unaware and can be implemented using well-known
discovery protocols such as SLP or WS-Discovery. The context-aware discovery
service access the context sources to actually get the context information it needs
(interaction 2).
Observe that the distinction between a context-aware discovery service and a basic
discovery service is a logical one. In an implementation, the two discovery services
may partly overlap. Also note that in a pervasive computing environment the
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composition service and the two discovery services will typically be realised in a
distributed manner.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the context-aware service discovery service
(Section 3.1) and in particular, on the interactions that occur at its interfaces. We will
also briefly discuss the composition service (Section 3.2) and its interfaces and
interactions.
3.1 Context-Aware Discovery Service
The context-aware discovery service is an extension of a traditional discovery service
in that it uses context information during discovery. The discovery service obtains this
information through context agents, which we introduced in Section 2.3. Fig. 3 shows
an example in which the discovery service makes use of three context agents, one
associated with Bob, one with the service S, and one associated with Bob’s car. Each
context agent stores references to context sources that can provide context
information about the associated entity (Bob, S, and Bob’s car in this example). The
context-aware discovery service obtains context information in two steps: it first
obtains references to relevant context sources through one or more context agents
(interaction 1 in Fig. 2/Fig. 3) and then accesses those context sources to obtain the
actual context information (interaction 2 in Fig. 2/Fig. 3).
In this paper, we assume that context agents can be found through their identity
(e.g., a SIP URL) using an external discovery mechanism (e.g., SIP and DNS). We
also assume that context agents are able to deal with changes in their set of context
sources and are able to keep this set current.
As with established discovery services [7], the CASE context-aware discovery
service provides three interfaces:
•
•

•

A registration interface, which enables services to become discoverable by
registering their descriptions with the discovery service;
A discovery interface, which allows discovery clients (the composition
service or the clients of the platform) to find services by matching their
discovery requests with the descriptions of registered services. During
discovery, a client obtains information about the existence of services, their
applicable parameters, and their semantics (e.g., using ontologies [4]).; and
A bootstrapping interface, which clients and services use to discover the
service discovery service.

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the interactions that occur at the registration and discovery
interfaces are labelled 3 and 4, respectively. We will not consider the bootstrapping
interface any further in this paper.
The interfaces of the CASE discovery service extend traditional registration,
discovery, and bootstrapping interfaces. In this paper, we define these extended
interfaces in terms of a set of device-local service primitives, their parameters, and the
order in which the primitives are exchanged. To keep the discussion as general as
possible, we assume that service primitives are exchanged asynchronously.
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The discovery interface supports active and passive discovery. In active discovery,
discovery clients actively request the discovery of certain services, whereas in passive
discovery they wait for the discovery service to push such services to them (on a
subscription basis). Passive discovery is particularly useful when a discovery client is
constantly looking for ‘better’ services. Passive discovery might for instance be useful
in the scenario of Fig. 1 if Bob’s client is continuously looking for transcoding
services that can deliver a certain new transmission at the highest possible quality in
Bob’s current context.
Active Discovery Interface. The active discovery part of the discovery interface
consists of a discovery request primitive and a discovery response primitive
(interaction 4a in Fig. 2/Fig. 3). As in traditional service discovery, clients use a
discovery request to invoke discovery and subsequently receive a response that
contains references to matching services. The request contains the usual parameters,
which are a semantic specification of the services the client is trying to find (e.g.,
transcoding services), a set of constraints (e.g., transcoders that support MP3 audio),
and a description of the scope in which the discovery service should look for matches
(e.g., in terms of a geographical area or a number of network hops) [7].
The CASE-specific parameters in a discovery request are:
•

•

A client context specification, which describes the context information of
the discovery client. This parameter either consist of actual context
information (which the client obtained via its context agent) or of a
reference to the client’s context agent. The client context specification is
optional because some clients may not aware of having a context agent,
and
An (optional) set of additional constraints that describe the context that
prospective services should to be in (e.g., printing services that must be
located in a certain building).
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Each of the references in a discovery response primitive comes with a description
of the corresponding service, which enables the client to intelligently select the most
appropriate service out of a number of alternative matches.
Passive Discovery Interface. The passive discovery part of the interface consists of
three primitives: a persistent discovery request, a persistent discovery response, and a
persistent discovery notification (also interaction 4a). A persistent discovery request is
essentially an active discovery request that has a specified lifetime. Discovery clients
use a persistent discovery request to instruct the CASE discovery service to generate a
discovery notification when it discovers services that are ‘better’ than the ones it
proposed in previous notifications. Before issuing such notifications, the discovery
system first confirms the receipt of the discovery request by passing a persistent
discovery response back to the discovery client.
With passive discovery, the scalability of the CASE discovery service is an
important concern because it needs to maintain state for each outstanding persistent
discovery request (see the enlargement in Fig. 2). The service discovery service
therefore uses softstate persistent requests, which means that it removes the state
associated with a persistent request unless that state is refreshed before a specified
time (leasing).
The parameters of a persistent discovery request are similar to those of an active
discovery request. The differences are that a persistent discovery request also
contains:
•
•

A reference to the client (e.g., in the form of a URL) so that the service
discovery service can asynchronously deliver discovery callback
notifications; and
A specification of the types of discovery notifications the client wishes to
receive (e.g., notifications that signal the appearance of a new matching
services or events that indicate the disappearance of such as service).

A persistent discovery response indicates if the discovery service successfully
handled the preceding request.
Registration Interface. The registration interface of the CASE context-aware
discovery service is almost the same as for established service discovery services. The
most important primitives are registration requests and registration responses
(interaction 3a in Fig. 2/Fig. 3). A service uses a registration request to register with
the discovery service, which then passes back a registration response.
The usual parameters of a registration request are a service description (augmented
with semantic descriptions), a specification of the scope in which the service is
available (e.g., a number of network hops or an administratively defined scope), and a
self-reference so that discovery clients can actually contact the service.
The CASE-specific parameter of a registration request is the context of the service
(optional), either in the form of the actual context information or as a reference to the
service’s context agent.
Operation. Fig. 4 describes the sequence of high-level operations used for processing
persistent discovery requests. The diagram illustrates how context information
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Fig. 4. High-level behavior of the context-aware discovery service

triggers the recalculation of a set of matching services. This may result in new
services being returned to the client in discovery notifications.
3.2 Composition Service
The composition service is responsible for dynamically constructing composite
services, based on client requests (see interaction 6 in Fig. 2/Fig. 3). The composition
service can also re-compose the service to keep it “matched” with what the client
initially requested if, for example, some of the service’s constituent services suddenly
become unavailable or when there is a context change (interaction 2, callback from a
context source). In this case, the composition service proposes one or more
recompositions of the service that the client is utilizing. The client can then decide
which (if any) of the proposed composite services it would like to bind to.
In Fig. 1, the composition service could for instance propose a recomposition of
the broadcasting service (Ta replaced by Tav) shortly after Bob gets out of his car. The
client on Bob’s mobile host can then decide if it wants to bind to the newly composed
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broadcasting service. Alternatively, the client could also delegate such binding
decisions to the composition service, but this would require the client to inform the
composition service of its ‘binding policy’.
A service request to the CASE composition service includes a semantic construct
parameter that specifies the desired functionality (i.e., the composite service). The
composition service returns a reference to the composite service that it has
constructed.
To automatically compose services, discoverable constituent services must not
only provide an explicit description of their interfaces and parameters, but also of
their functionality (see the registration interface in Section 3.1). A commonly used
approach for functionality description relies on the use of domain Ontologies [4].
Such semantic service descriptions enable the design of effective mechanisms for
automatic composition [5].
Assuming that the functionality of a (composite) service and the query for that
service (see interaction 6 in Fig. 2/Fig. 3) are expressed in a semantically consistent
way (e.g., in terms of the same ontology), it is possible to estimate the “gap” between
the functionality of the requested (composite) service and that offered by any of the
available (constituent) services [6]. Abstractly speaking, the behaviour of the CASE
composition service can then be defined as an iterative process by which new
functions (i.e., constituent services) are added at runtime to an existing aggregation
(i.e., composite service), until a certain acceptable error threshold between the desired
and available functionality is reached.
After each iteration, the composition service evaluates the newly constructed
composite service and calculates a utility measure (u) as a function of the semantic
similarity between the required and achieved functionality, and some non-functional
constraints (e.g., response time and cost). The context of the client can influence the
set of constituent services that the composite service selects for a particular
composition as well as the way in which they are arranged in the composite service’s
service graph. Once a service has been constructed, context changes such as those of
Fig. 1 might require the composition service to select new constituent services (e.g.,
transcoders) and use them to recompose the composite service (e.g., BS in Fig. 1).

4 Technical Realization
Fig. 5 shows the technical realization of the CASE platform, which we are currently
developing. We are concentrating our efforts on the implementation of the contextaware service discovery service and will add the composition service at a later stage.
Our basic discovery service is the Jini lookup service [14], which we selected as a
technology for initial investigations. At this stage, we also have omitted context
agents from our implementation and let context sources directly register with the
context-aware discovery service.
The Jini infrastructure enables Jini services to register with Reggie [10] (the Jini
lookup service) using its discovery and join protocols. In our implementation, the
context-aware discovery service, other services in the Jini network, and context
sources are all Jini services. A reference to a context source consists of a serviceID,
which is generated by the Jini lookup service when a context source registers with it.
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Fig. 5. Technical realization of the CASE platform

Services are registered using Jini’s Service Entry functionality and provide references
to their associated context sources. These context sources supply context information
on the service according to the context ontology outlined in [19].
A context source uses the remote eventing mechanism provided by Jini to notify
clients of changes in context information. A client (in our case the context-aware
discovery service) interested in the context information implements a remote event
listener interface to receive remote events. The context-aware discovery service also
subscribes to the Jini lookup service so that it is notified when a new service registers.
As shown in Fig. 5, our implementation involves fixed context sources as well as
mobile context sources. A mobile context source participates as a service in the fixed
network using the Mobile Service Platform (MSP). The MSP design is based on the
Jini Surrogate Architecture Specification [15], which enables devices that cannot
directly participate in a Jini Network to join a Jini Network (with the aid of a third
party). The MSP consists of an HTTPInterconnect protocol to meet the specifications
of the Jini Surrogate Architecture and provides a custom set of APIs for building and
running services on a mobile device.
A context source in the fixed network exports a service proxy to the Jini lookup
service. The CASE context-aware discovery service uses this proxy to communicate
with a context source. We use ontologies to describe context sources and services,
thus facilitating a common semantics for context information and service descriptions
(OWL-S). The Context Distribution Framework (CDF) provides the necessary APIs
to implement context sources in the mobile and fixed network and to access context
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information. It also provides support to update and distribute context information
using ontological representation.
Our implementation utilises Jena [9] for service and context matchmaking. Jena is
a framework for building semantic web applications. It includes a rule-based
inference engine, support for ontologies, a querying mechanism, and persistent
storage capability using a database. We supply Jena with the context information
obtained from context sources and utilize its querying capabilities to interpret context
information for the purpose of matching registered services. When a client issues a
persistent service discovery request, Jena stores the service context information in a
MySQL database.

5 Related Work
This section provides an overview of existing approaches that use context information
to assist in the service discovery and composition processes.
The work reported in [11] combines service-oriented and context-aware computing
in order to provide composite services to users. Their service descriptions consist of
service context information like location, usage conditions, and a Context Of Interest
Function (COIF). During service discovery, the value of the COIF is calculated at
run-time to select a better service if the matching process returns more than one
service. The service composition process uses the client’s context information to
search for the closest basic services which support the user device. The set of services
selected during service discovery is further refined using context parameters that are
relevant for the composition. Our approach is similar to that described in [11].
However, the major factor which distinguishes the CASE platform is its support for
dynamic service re-composition whilst a (stateless) service is being utilized.
The architecture discussed in [13] builds context-aware applications as a
dynamically-composed sequence of calls to fine granularity Web services based on
context information. The user specifies a request for a composite service that consists
of context data and a goal. This goal is converted into sub-goals using a BPEL4WS
control flow template. A goal-oriented planning system SHOP2 transforms these subgoals to corresponding plans. Later, each plan is mapped to the equivalent BPEL4WS
plan describing the composite Web Service. In [13], the user provides context
information manually, however in our work, we use context sources and context
agents to automatically obtain context information as well as changes to the context of
the service user. Thus, we provide more concrete support for the acquisition of
context information.
Besides the use of context information for service composition, there has been
work reported on composing higher-level context from lower-level context elements.
[12] proposes to use compositions of basic context elements to build higher-level
contexts. A context composition mechanism, upon receipt of a request for higherlevel context, forms all equivalent context expressions from the lower-level context
elements and determines which equivalent context expressions can be instantiated.
The CASE platform is targeted to achieve composition of all the services and
therefore, can also be used to compose higher-level context using the context
information gathered from lower level context sources.
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The CASE platform dynamically re-composes services by subscribing to and
utilizing changes in context information of both clients and services. This mechanism
promises to simplify the design of clients in pervasive environments as they need not
explicitly search and compose the best services when their (or the currently composed
services) context changes. The other main aspect of our work is that the context
sources hosted on mobile devices are modelled as services which can participate in
service discovery to offer context information (and changes to such information) in a
standardized way. The use of ontologies for the representation of context information
ensures that services, context sources, and the CASE discovery and composition
services can meaningfully share context information. However, it is further possible
to improve the matchmaking behaviour of the CASE composition service by using the
COIF function of [11].

6 Summary
Future 4G service platforms will need to be able to dynamically (re)compose services
to deal with the frequent context changes inherent to 4G systems and the pervasive
computing paradigm in general. Service composition is also required since staticallycomposed services will often not directly match requests for specific non-trivial
services.
Dynamic service composition relies heavily on service discovery. The use of
context information during discovery reduces the number of candidate services that
match the discovery request which is essential in pervasive environments, where there
may be many discoverable services.
The combination of context-aware service discovery and dynamic composition can
be considered to be the “next level” of intelligent service discovery/matchmaking. We
expect that in future 4G service platforms there will be an increasing need for such
additional intelligence to aid the development of genuinely adaptive end-user
applications. CASE is an example of a set of services that will be part of these
platforms and is a step in the direction of more intelligent pervasive computing
service platforms.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank colleagues in the IST Amigo,
Freeband Awareness, and Freeband AMUSE projects who have contributed to the
work described in this article.
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